Abstract. Screen Content refers to image/video generated by electronic devices, like cartoons, 3-D games or captures of computer screens or video with text overlay etc. The existing video coding techniques don't perform well on screen content. In this paper, the characteristics of screen content and coding efficiency of HEVC on screen content are analyzed. This paper proposes a pattern-matching mode aimed at improving the coding efficiency for screen content video based on HEVC. The scheme uses basic color and index map (BCIM) to convert the pixel values in a CU to index values. Then a dictionary based coding method is adopted to code the index values. In addition, a fast dictionary searching algorithm based on hash-table is proposed to reduce the string matching time. The experiment result shows the proposed mode achieves significant coding efficiency improvement on screen content compared with HEVC.
Introduction
With the rapid development of mobile Internet and emerging of rich media applications, screen content plays an important role in many scenarios, such as remote desktop, wireless display and cloud computing. The challenging demand for screen content coding (SCC) is to achieve ultra-high visual quality and higher compression ratio. The high efficiency video coding (HEVC) standard [1] has a significant improvement on coding efficiency. However HEVC is mainly designed for nature video captured by cameras. Screen content, which is usually a mixture of computer generated content and content captured by cameras, has different characteristics compared with natural video captured by cameras. The current HEVC doesn't entirely use these characteristics and still has room for improvement in coding efficiency.
In the development of HEVC, researchers have already put forward some schemes to improve the coding efficiency of screen content. SCC using transform skip [2, 3, 4] is proposed, but it only skips the transform and the energy of screen content is still spread in the frequency domain. Furthermore, SCC using Intra Block Copy is put forward in [5, 6, 7] , which is very effective to screen content, since it removes redundancy from repeating patterns which typically occur in text and graphics regions. Moreover, SCC using dictionary [8, 9, 10] is proposed by exploiting the repeated patterns in screen content. Besides, SCC using basic color and index map [11, 12] is proposed by dividing screen content into color component and structure component.
In this paper, a pattern match mode is proposed to improve the efficiency of HEVC screen content coding. The scheme uses basic color and index map (BCIM) coding method to convert CU pixels into indexes. Then indexes in CU are encoded based on dictionary compression method in the vertical scanning order. String search is conducted on the dictionary which is created by previously encoded string to find the string matching with the current index string to be encoded. If there is a matched string, it is encoded as the offset (the difference of first index's serial number between the current encoded index string and the previously encoded string) and length of continuous matching. Current encoded index string is processed with prediction coding if there's no matched string. In addition, a fast dictionary searching algorithm based on hash-table is proposed to reduce the time of string matching. Experiment result shows it has a significant coding efficiency gain compared with HEVC scheme.
Analysis of screen content characteristics and proposed pattern-matching mode
Screen content has different characteristics with natural video captured by cameras, as shown in Fig.1 . Firstly, the color amount in local block of screen content is limited. The image block of screen content is usually occupied by several main colors. The values of several main colors may have a big difference between each other. However, the color amount of image block in a natural video is much larger and the values of pixels are very close. Secondly, screen content has many complex structures such as texts and graphics etc. The complex structure information is very important for human eyes to obtain information. And the damage of structure (such as fuzzy words) will have a huge harm to information. However the representation of information in a natural video mainly relies on color. Most non-edge area in a natural video is smooth. The energy of natural video mainly focuses on coefficients of low frequency when it is represented by frequency domain. The conventional video coding framework such as HEVC adopts the encoding method of prediction and transform and filter out small coefficients of high frequency after DCT is applied to the residuals. These coefficients of high frequency represent the details of the natural video image. These details have no significant influence to human eyes on obtaining the content of natural video image. But the energy of screen video spreads over all coefficients of frequency. Therefore the transform in HEVC doesn't have a good effect on screen content. It may damage structure information of screen video, have an influence to human eyes on obtaining text and graphic from screen content and lead to serious damage to screen video. From the above analysis, the basic color and index map method is fit for encoding screen content. It can preserve structure information of screen content and skip the transform. In addition, common screen content usually has many small and sharp bitmap structures, such as text, menu, icon and button. There are often many similar or same patterns in screen content picture. For example, a whole page of English only contains 26 uppercase and lowercase letters. These letters are all composed of a lower number of basic strokes and Chinese character is also composed of more than ten kinds of basic strokes. In consequence dictionary based compression coding can make good use of repeated pattern in the screen content picture.
The entire encoding flow chart of proposed pattern-matching mode in this paper is shown in Fig.2 . The detailed algorithm description of pattern-matching mode is introduced in the following sections. Y U V are the three color components of the i th pixel [10] . Then our scheme is performed on the packed coding units. For each coding unit (CU), the pixel value is turned into index map according to the basic color. Then 2-D index map in CU is turned into the 1-D string adopting vertical scanning order [11] .
The dictionary encoding method is adopted to encode 1-D index map value. The target of dictionary encoding is making use of the characteristic of repeated pattern in the frame. Previously encoded index map values are preserved in the reconstructed pixel buffer after reconstruction, which will be used as reference pixels in traditional predictive coding or the dictionary in pattern-matching mode. The size of dictionary equals to the size of string search window, i.e., L. For the current index map value, the dictionary is searched to find whether there is a matched string, as depicted in Fig.3 . If multiple matched strings are found, the string which has the longest length should be selected. Then symbol bit 1 is sent to indicate the matched string is found, the offset (difference between the current position and reference position) and the length of successive matched indices. The proposed pattern-matching mode is incorporated into HEVC as an additional mode, as depicted in Fig.5 . In HEVC, the input image is organized using CUs, which can vary in size, ranging from 64*64 to 8*8. The proposed mode is only implemented on 8*8 CU. The rate distortion optimization progress is adopted to determine whether current CU will use the proposed scheme. In addition 1bit is needed to indicate whether current CU uses the proposed scheme on 8*8 CU levels. 
Fast dictionary searching algorithm based on the hash-table
In order to improve the compression ratio of dictionary coding, it is needed to search the matched string which has the longest length in the dictionary searching. In addition, it's required to increase the length of searching window that represents numbers of previously encoded and reconstructed pixels. For example, if we treat the whole frame as the searching window, it means all the repeated patterns in the picture will be utilized. It's no doubt that increasing the length will increase the searching time and complexity. Therefore the paper proposed a fast dictionary searching algorithm based on the hash-table to decrease searching time.
When pattern-matching mode is performed to encode the CU, vertical scanning order is used, i.e., from top to bottom and from left to right. Therefore the reference points in the searching window are numbered in the order of encoding them when we perform pattern-matching mode. Each index in the searching window corresponds to a serial number.
In the condition of the matched string length equals to 1 or 2, dictionary encoding is not only time consuming but also not significant in the effect of bit rate compression. Therefore, to improve the efficiency of dictionary encoding, dictionary search is conducted only when the length of matched string is at least 3. For the current index value to be encoded, firstly the hash value _ n hash val of three successive index values to be encoded from current position n is calculated, as shown in Fig.3 .
The structure of hash table is depicted in Fig.6 . In the hash table, the head node of each linked list stores the hash value . . .
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If the length of matched string from current serial number is greater than a predetermined length L ' , the string matching operation will be terminated early. The serial number h in the dictionary Delete point if the serial numbers of last several nodes in the list is beyond of the range of seraching window
The hash value of three successive index values from the serial number which is stored in the node of linked list equals to the hash value of head node. Fig. 6 Hash-based dictionary Then the fast dictionary searching algorithm based on hash table is detailed below. First the hash value _ n hash val of three successive index values to be encoded from current position n is calculated. After that hash table is looked up to find whether the hash value exists.
If the hash value exists, it indicates there is matched string in the dictionary. The linked list whose head node equals to the hash value is traversed. For the serial number in each node of this list, the string starting from this serial number in the dictionary is compared with the current encoded index string for string matching, which will choose the longest matched string. The offset mentioned in the dictionary searching can be easily calculated by subtracting the beginning serial number of longest matched string from the first serial number of current encoded index string. In order to reduce searching time of finding the best matched string, list traversal can be terminated in advance. If the length of longest matched string which we select currently is greater than a predetermined length ' L , the string matching operation will be stopped early. The length of matched string selected currently is treated as the longest length. The hash table is updated simultaneously by inserting the serial number of currently encoding index value into the place after the head node, as shown in Fig.6 . If the serial numbers of last several nodes in the list are beyond of the range of searching window, these nodes will be deleted from hash table at the aim of saving memory.
If the hash value doesn't exist, it indicates that there is no matched string in the dictionary, the linked list whose head node equals to this hash value is created. Then predictive encoding is conducted on the three unmatched index value to be encoded.
Experimental results
The proposed pattern-matching scheme is implemented into HEVC range extension reference software HM12.0RExt4.1 to evaluate its coding performance on screen content videos. All-intra high efficiency configuration is adopted in our simulations. The quantization parameters are 22, 27, 32 and 37, respectively. The screen content sequences selected by the experts in Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCTVC) group are tested. For comparison, Lin's scheme based on dictionary encoding [8] is also implemented on the same software. The proposed pattern-matching scheme and Lin are tested against each other based on the "all intra" configuration. The bit-rate saving of proposed pattern-matching scheme compared with HM and Lin's scheme is shown in table 1. Fig. 7 R-D curve of sc_wordEditing As we can see, the proposed scheme achieves 4.7%, 22.9% and 24.1% bit-rate saving on Class F, RGB and YCbCr classes respectively compared with HM. It also achieves 4.5%, 3.7% and 15.4% bit-rate saving respectively compared with Lin's scheme. Fig.7 depicts the R-D curve of sc_wordEditing sequence. The experimental result indicates significant improvement of encoding performance on screen videos compared with HEVC scheme.
Conclusions
With the fast development of mobile internet and emergency of rich video applications, screen content has become an important kind of video source types. The paper proposed a pattern-matching scheme which combines the basic color and index map encoding method with dictionary encoding, in order to utilize the characteristic that the image block of screen content is usually dominated by several major colors, contains complex structures and has repeated patterns. In addition a fast dictionary searching algorithm based on hash table is proposed to reduce the time of string matching. The experimental result shows significant improvement of encoding performance on screen videos compared with HEVC scheme.
